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1Jthn W. Dixcai, thairman, Qxnxi1 of Trustees
fl Associatim of tI United States Ai:my.

The }rrable Dca1d Rumsfeld, please join n at the podium. I am
going to read the citation for the George Catlett Marshall Medal:

'Ib Donald RlnTIsfeld for selfless service to the United States of
America:

His many and varied contTibitica-s are in the traditia-i of that great
American public servant tse miry is perpethated by this Award. In
his service to both the executive and legislative braixthes of the
goverrnent, Mr. RlnTIsfeld' s duties have been perforrrd with dedication
and devotion.

In 1962 follcMing three years as a naval aviator he was elected to the
United States Cagress as a Representative fraTi Illiris, where he
served for seven years, resigning in 1969 to beccme a mber of the
President' s cabinet. During the succeeding five years he served
variously as Director of the Off ice of Ecoric Opportunity, Assistant
to the President, Counsellor to the President, Director of the Eccrïiic
Stabilization Pixxjiam, and as U.S. Pambassacbr to the North Atlantic
Theaty Organization.

He was recalled to Washing-ton for the transition to the Presidery of
Mr. Ford and in October of 1974, was appointed thief of Staff of the
White I-louse. The follczing year he became the 13th Secretary of
Defense, a positici he held until January 1977.

And as an aside, while Ambassacbr to NMO, r lxroree gained a
trendcyjs insight into the value of landpcer in Europe, which was
later transferred to provide full support for Army requiriients when he
did beccme Secretary of Defense.

After 1977, returnir to private life as a businessiian, Mr. RlnTIsfeld
ccntinued his carini1ent to the public good by service a-i the
President's Aävisory Ccimiiittee a-i Arms oentrol, the Presidential
Carinission on U.S.-Japanese Relaticas, and as (lairman for the
Ozrinittee for the Free World.

In ivaiiber 1983, he, then again, answered his ccintry's call as the
President' s Perscnal Representative for the Middle East, during the
crisis there. His willirness to accept this nearly impossible task is
indicative of his dedication to the principle of public service as the
highest form of patriotic citizenship.

With adiiiratia-ì and respect, the Associaticxì of the United States Army
presents the George Catlett Marshall Medal to the HorxDrable Donald
RlnTIsfeld, presented in Washingtai, D.C., the 17th day of October, 1984.
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Chairman Dixon, as the Army group just sang, "I," too, "am
proud to be an American," as I know everyone in this room is.

Secretary Stahr my friend of a great many years, former
Secretary of the Army Marty Hoffman Secretary Jack Marsh, it's
hard to believe we were elected to Congress so many years ago,
with our offices just three doors away, back in the days of Carl
Vinson, Judge Smith, and spittoons.

General Bernie Rogers, my respects to you for your superb
service to our country and our Alliance. General John Wickham,
for whom I developed the highest regard during our work together
when I was in NATO, in the White House, in the Pentagon. John, I
like your sign, "Landpower," and that's coming from a broken-down
ex-Navy pilot. John, please give my regards to General Vessey, a
person I worked closely with during my time as Middle East Envoy.

We have a man who has not been introduced this evening, and I
would like to do so. He is one of the truly great European
statesmen of our time. He is sitting down there with General
Dutch Kerwin, his Excellency, Joseph Luns, former Secretary
General of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.

Joseph Luns was also a yeoman of signals in the Royal Dutch
Navy. It reminds me of the wonderful story about the Navy man who
rose through the ranks, finally became Captain with his four
stripes, and was assigned a battleship, one of the top "black-
shoe" posts one can hold as a Naval officer. He was steaming
around in the Atlantic and was called from his quarters to the
bridge and told, "There's a light out there." The Captain told
the yeoman of signals, "Signal them to bear starboard." Back came
the signal from ahead saying, "Bear starboard yourself." Well,
this Captain knew he was on a battleship, three football fields
long, a floating city. He said, "Signal that light again to 'Bear
starboard now'." But back came the signal, "Bear starboard now,
yourself." So the Captain, feeling full of himself with his
great, big battleship, said, "Signal again and tell them, 'Bear
starboard, I am a battleship'." And back came the signal, "Bear
starboard yourself, I am a lighthouse."

Well, Joseph Luns is truly a lighthouse for our Alliance.

Ladies and Gentlemen, I am deeply touched by this award. Few
men shine as bright in modern history as General Marshall -- his
dedication, his character, his contributions to freedom. He was
truly a mighty warrior and a man of peace.
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To be included among the distinguished group who have
received this medal strengthens the gratitude I have always felt
for the opportunity to serve, and for the privilege of serving
with some of the most talented of our fellow citizens, the men and
women, military and civilian, who keep the peace and defend
freedom.

And Chairman John Dixon, I thank you for your introduction,
even though it makes me sound like I can't hold a job. You know,
an introduction like that makes it sound like you got up one
morning and then just tripped from success to success. And it's
nice to hear those things. The only problem is there are people
in this room like former Deputy Secretary of Defense Frank
Carlucci, sitting down there -- Marty Hoffman and Jack Marsh who
know the truth. They were with me all those years. And the truth
really goes something like this.

I left the Navy, knocked on doors in Washington to try to get
a job, was hired by a Congressman, managed two of his campaigns,
and lost them both. I had an O and 2 record.

I remember when I was in Congress. I was young, thirty years
old, and I was thrilled. I was ready to go out there to do a job
for my country. I received in the mail a dissertation on
Congressmen across the country. When I came to the section on the
13th District of Illinois, my District, it said:

"Now here is the exception that proves the rule.
Rumsfeld is distinguished principally by his total lack
of social, financial, and political standing in the
community."

You laugh. At age 30, it wasn't so funny. I woke up my wife
and said, "Listen to this, Joyce. This is terrible." She
listened, looked at me, and said, "Yes, it is, Don. But go back
to sleep because it's tough to argue with."

I bounced from that success to the Office of Economic
Opportunity that was the "War on Poverty." It had been run by
Sargent Shriver, the only American war run by a sergeant. It was
tough. I came home one night, reached in the icebox for a beer,
and there was a note that my wife, Joyce, always supportive and
helpful, had taped up on the door of the icebox. It said:

"He tackled a job that couldn't be done, With a smile,
he went right to it. He tackled a job that couldn't be
done, and couldn't do it."
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Well, I bounced back from that, and one day, George Shultz
came into my office when he was Secretary of Treasury, and said,
"Don, the President and I have decided that you should be in
charge of the Wage-Price Controls for the United States of
America." I said to George, "But I don't believe in them." He
said, "I know, Don that's why we want you to do it."

That's when I learned the truth of that wonderful statement
by H. L. Mencken that, "For every human problem, there's a
solution that's simple, neat, and wrong." We found it.

So, John, as I listened to your introduction, I liked it, but
from where I have been, it has seemed more like a roller coaster.
In fact, your introduction reminded me of that comment by Speaker
Sam Rayburn when he said:

"What are we doing sitting here weak and dumb, when for
two drinks we could be strong and smart."

Knowing that I knew General Marshall only through the pages
of history, and anticipating this evening, I thought about two
friends of mine who worked with General Marshall. Ambassador
Andre deStaercke, the unique and valued 25-year Dean of the North
Atlantic Treaty Council, said that the extraordinary thing was the
mature calm that General Marshall brought into every situation, a
contagious calm. He recalled Winston Churchill observing that:

"In Marshall's heart, he had many shocks, but he never
seemed surprised. That, if anyone could save us, it
would be Marshall."

And John McCloy, that great statesman and your second
Marshall medal honoree, said:

"Of all the people, great and near great, I have seen
and known, he comes the closest to wearing the mantle of
true military greatness and statesmanship. He was
always a gentleman, as well as the commander."

Just as he was a mighty warrior, yet a man of peace, so, too,
America strives for balance, for peace, and freedom through
strength. And we do so in a very difficult world.

Tens of thousands dead in the Iran/Iraq war,
Well over 100,000 Soviet troops still in Afghanistan,
Mine explosions in the Red Sea,
Continued shellings and bombings in Lebanon,
Terrorist attacks in Israel,
Guerrilla war in Central America,
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Thousands of Vietnamese in Cambodia,
Soviet missile deployments against Europe.

We see all of these, and more, in any given month on
television and in the press. And all of this is to say nothing of
the attacks on free world leaders we have seen in recent years --
President Reagan shot, President Sadat killed, the Pope wounded,
the Korean Cabinet bombed, and, last week, Prime Minister Thatcher
and her Cabinet attacked.

It is difficult not to come to the conclusion that ours is a
dangerous world, a world in transition.

In assessing our world and our country's circumstance in it,
several things stand out:

We believe in freedom and we pray that others may
enjoy it, but we know it is rare, it is precious, and
its preservation is not automatic.

We value our independence and believe in self-
determination for others, but daily we see nations
across the globe attempting to impose their will on
their neighbors.

- We know ours is an interdependent world, and
increasingly so, where what happens elsewhere from a
political, economic or security standpoint, makes a
great deal of difference to us here in the United
States.

It is a world where the relationships between nations
are multifaceted political, economic, and security
and that these aspects interact and impinge one on
another in the minds of Parliaments, Presidents, and the
people.

It is a dynamic world. I was born in 1932, and in
that year there was one superpower,Great Britain, and
only 65 nations. Today there are more than 160 nations,
and the Soviet Union probably has more troops in little
Czechoslovakia than the entire British Army of the
Rhine.

We have seen technology evolve, communications and
transportation are near instantaneous; and, given the
power and reach of weapons today, it is clear that no
portion of the globe is invulnerable, and that we no
longer will have the luxury of leisurely preparation.
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Recently, I was reminded of Churchill's phrase, "The
Unnecessary War", when I read a Vermont Royster column in The Wall
Street Journal. He wondered whether those born after World War II
clearly see that it need not have happened, had so many in Poland,
France, and Britain not ignored "the gathering storm", and, here
in America, had more realized that those two great oceans had
become ponds.

Those who prayed for peace were not more nor less moral, nor
were those who marched in Pmerica to protest the horrors of war.
But war came, because weakness invited it.

Those in Europe who laid down their arms, or had none, had
peace. It was a peace of occupation and subjugation. And when
war came, blame rightly fell on those in authority who had not
maintained their strength and their freedom. There were debates.
Some said, "Prepare." Others said, "No, it would be provocative."
It's like that fable about the man, the boy, and the donkey
walking down the street. People pointed and said, "Isn't it
terrible that the strong man is riding the donkey and making the
small boy walk?" So they changed places and people pointed and
said, "Isn't that terrible, that strong young boy is riding the
donkey and making the poor old man walk." So they both got on the
donkey, the donkey came to the bridge, exhausted, fell into the
river and drowned. And, of course, the moral of the story is, if
you try to please everybody, you'll lose your donkey.

But I see reason for encouragement in the United States and
elsewhere in the world. For, despite the cries to cut our
defenses and for withdrawal and neutralism, those ideas are now
under challenge, as they must be. There is a growing resistance
to the idea that any human condition is acceptable, as long as it
includes peace. We see more and more discussion and debate about
our world and America's role in it which reflect perspective and
realism.

One of the most significant events in my adult life has been
the massive shift in power away from the United States to the
Soviet Union. It is clear. And there is no question but that
shift has injected fundamental instabilities into the world
equation. That the instabilities we see in the world are
increasing at the time when that shift in the balance of power has
occurred is not mere coincidence.

At the Marshall Award seminar in April, Secretary Marsh
pointed out that the types of possible conflict in the world today
range from terrorism through guerilla war, conventional conflict
to nuclear. A great deal of thinking is given to the risks at the
nuclear end of the spectrum, as opposed to the probabilities at
the lower end of the spectrum.
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Certainly, the reality of terrorism and its urgency today is
clear. As Middle East Envoy, one rubs up against that problem
each day.

Several facts about terrorism have been dramatically brought
home in recent years:

First, as Lenin wrote with characteristic terseness,
"The purpose of terrorism is to terrorize."

Terrorism is growing. In the 30 days ending last
week, it is estimated that there were 37 terrorist
attacks, by 13 different organizations, against the
property or citizens of 20 different countries.

Increasingly, terrorism is not random nor the work of
isolated madmen. Rather, it is state-sponsored, by
nations using it as a central element of their foreign
policy. State-sponsored terrorism is estimated to be
eight times more lethal. In short, terrorism has a
home.

Terrorism is nothing more nor less than "the sustained
clandestine use of force to achieve political purposes."
It is a great equalizer, a force multiplier. It is
cheap, deniable, yields substantial results, is low
risk, and thus far, generally without penalty.

And, terrorism works. A single attack by a small weak
nation, by influencing public opinion and morale, can
alter the behavior of great nations or force tribute
from wealthy nations. Unchecked, state-sponsored
terrorism is adversely changing the balance of power in
our world.

- While security is important, terrorist attacks can take
place at any time, any place, using any technique.
Regrettably, it is not possible to defend every potential
target in every place, at all times, against every form of
attack. Defense has its limits and its costs.

- Terrorism is a form of warfare, and must be treated as
such. As with other forms of conflict, weakness invites
aggression. Simply standing in a defensive position,
absorbing blows, is not enough. Terrorism must be
deterred.
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As is abundantly clear, the principal targets of
terrorism are the values and the interests of democratic
nations, and particularly the United States of America.

- In my judgement, terrorism, even today, is dangerously
underestimated.

There are ways to deter terrorism, not to stop all terrorism,
or to eliminate all casualties, for casualties will continue
at some level, but at least to deter the growth of terrorism.
And, as a country, we best get about it.

Today there are two superpowers, the United States and the
Soviet Union. The Soviet Union is a superpower not because of the
pervasiveness of its political ideology and certainly not because
of the dynamism of its economy. It is a superpower purely and
simply because of things, ships, guns, tanks, planes, missiles,
raw military power, and the options and opportunities they
provide.

There is a danger in becoming fascinated with the nuances,
subtleties, and intricacies of foreign policy and diplomacy, and,
in focusing on them, ignore that they are either underpinned with
power or they are not. To the extent they are not, sovereignty is
at the sufferance of others.

Today the Soviet Union is in a vastly different set of
circumstances than was the case during the Cuban Missile Crisis,
when Jack March and I were first running for Congress. As a
result, we must conduct ourselves as a country in a manner that
reflects the reality that we do not have an excess of power today.
Our goal cannot be simply to manage a crisis or conflict
brilliantly not with the power and reach of weapons today. Our
goal must be to manage ourselves in a way that a crisis is less
likely to occur. Given the narrower margin for error and the long
lead times involved, we have to behave with a longsightedness,
good sense, and willingness to invest before the fact, so that we
assure our ability to contribute to peace and stability in the
1980's and 1990's.

Dr. Robert Tucker, in his article "In Defense of
Containment," wrote that many today are calling for alternative
policies to containment, and such calls are understandable. The
alternatives are three, "confrontation, condominium, or
withdrawal." While admitting the burdens of a policy of
containment, staying power, steadiness of purpose, the
disadvantages and burdens of each of the alternatives are vastly
greater.

Indeed the record shows that containment, peace through
strength, has permitted a measure of prosperity, progress and
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stability that is truly remarkable, and it has been power, our
deterrent strength, that has enabled America to be a nation of
peace.

This, General Marshall knew and lived, for he was a man of
peace.

As our leadership today, he sought a world of peaceful
settlements, in which freedom and human rights are respected, a
world of justice.

We seek a world where we will not read, as we did last week,
of a family of five Czechoslovakians, attempting to swim the Mur
River to freedom, three of whom drowned. I did not know them, but
I understand and feel connected to them. Freedom is precious.

We recognize the value and uniqueness of an America -- where
a Mung family, the Thaos from Laos, after being forced from their
country, living in a refugee camp in Thailand for over two years,
can come to the United States, receive help in settling, go to our
schools, learn our language, find jobs, and become a part of
America. I know this family. Joyce and I saw yang Thao, age six
or so, climb sleepily down from a TWA aircraft at midnight, with
his family, at the last gate at O'Hare airport in Chicago,
tattered, in need of medical attention, and carrying a badly
battered teapot, one of the few possessions of the Thao family.
And today, a few short years later, yang is in school, speaking
and writing English, in his words in a recent letter to us,
"Getting A's and doing my best," grateful for the friendships he
has found in America, enthusiastic about growing into young
manhood, and optimistically looking forward in freedom and peace.

Over my years in public life, one question has recurred.
have been asked over and over again, "Where are the great leaders,
Mr. Rumsfeld? Where are the giants today?"

I answer, "They are there, and they will be there when they
are needed. Let there be no doubt."

And, I ask in return, "Don't you suppose in the 1920's and
the 1930's people also asked, 'Where are the great leaders, where
are the giants?'"

We now know where they were. They were people whose names we
had never heard, who were being paid a few thousand dollars a
year, posted in dry, unpleasant forts all across the country and
the world, moving their families every few years, bringing their
children up in difficult circumstances, stuck in the same rank for
eight, ten, twelve years, neglected by Congress, and whose
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patriotism, dedication, and service were at great cost to
themselves and their families, and were essentially without
appreciation by the American people, whom they served.

It was not until World War II, when the need was urgent, that
the American people discovered that the great leaders were there.
Imagine our cause's good fortune that individuals of such
character, stature, leadership qualities, and dedication, rose out
of that difficult, rigorous, and thankless environment.

And when the call came, there, among the anonymous group, was
a Dwight Eisenhower, an Omar Bradley, a Patton, a McAulif fe, a
MacArthur, a Taylor, a Grunther, a Lemnitzer, and an Abrams, and
others.

What a wonderful thing it says about the military, about the
United States Army. Despite all the hardships, the lack of
support, of recognition, or even awareness, on the part of the
American people, when the need came, they were there. Doesn't it
tell us something about an institution that can attract, develop,
foster, retain, encourage and motivate individuals of that size?

And yes, there was a George Marshall, the mighty warrior, the
man of peace.

It is a tribute to the institution of the United States Army,
It is a tribute to each of you who has served or is serving. You
are truly a national asset, a blessing for the people of our
country, for our values, our freedom, and for our best hopes and
aspirations for the world.

Each of you can, as I am doing, look out across the sea of
patriots here this evening and know that the giants are here, some
in this room, and they will be there if needed.

You have my unbounded admiration for what you do, for how
well you do it, and, most importantly, for why you do it. It is
worth it, for those of us privileged to be Americans, for the
world, for America truly is the standard of freedom, for that
Czechoslovakian family swimming for freedom, for the Laotian
family, the Thaos, and for the millions of Americans and the
people across this globe who cherish freedom.

Thank you and God bless you.


